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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Yesterday, I reviewed the claims of Google engineer Blake Lemoine, who is convinced an arti;cial

intelligence (AI) chatbot program called LaMDA has achieved sentience, or self aware

consciousness.

Mere days before Lemoine set the internet on ;re with discussions about the possibility or

impossibility of AI singularity, another AI expert made the news with the prediction that virtual

children could one day become commonplace. Come to think of it, it’s almost as if the news were

rolled out by an AI running a predictive programming algorithm. The Daily Mail reports:

“Virtual children that play with you, cuddle you, and even look like you will be

commonplace in 50 years, and could help to combat overpopulation, an arti;cial

intelligence expert has claimed.

These computer-generated offspring will only exist in the immersive digital world known

as the ‘metaverse,’ which is accessed using virtual reality technology such as a headset

to make a user feel as if they're face-to-face with the child. They will cost next to nothing

to bring up, as they will require minimal resources, according to Catriona Campbell, one

of the UK's leading authorities on AI and emerging technologies.

In her new book, ‘AI by Design: A Plan For Living With Arti;cial Intelligence,’ she argues

that concerns about overpopulation will prompt society to embrace digital children.

‘Virtual children may seem like a giant leap from where we are now, but within 50 years

technology will have advanced to such an extent that babies which exist in the metaverse

are indistinct from those in the real world,' she writes. 'As the metaverse evolves, I can

see virtual children becoming an accepted and fully embraced part of society in much of

the developed world’ ...

Ms Campbell believes that people will one day be able to use high-tech gloves that are

able to deliver tactile feedback to replicate physical sensations. This would allow

someone to cuddle, feed and play with their digital offspring as though it were a real

child.”

It wouldn’t be exactly true to life, however, as parents would have the ability to choose the rate at

which their digital offspring grows up. So, those who enjoy the baby stage, for example, could

keep the child in perpetual babyhood, forgoing all the experiences that go along with maturing

through the teen years into adulthood.

Baby X

There’s already a proof of concept for this idea. “BabyX”  is a digital experiment created by a New

Zealand-based company called Soul Machines, several years ago. The idea behind it was to

facilitate acceptance of AI by humanizing it. Soul Machines explains it this way:

“By combining models of physiology, cognition and emotion with advanced lifelike CGI,

we set out to create a new form of biologically inspired AI. BabyX was our ;rst

developmental prototype designed as both a stand-alone research project and as an

expandable base to feed into commercial computer agents.

She enables us to explore human cooperation with machines and the foundations for

creating a digital consciousness. BabyX was designed for research and ‘she’ allows Soul

Machines to not only explore the models of human behavior but also to create

autonomous digital beings.

BabyX provides a foundation from which we learn, experiment and continue to develop

the world’s ;rst end-to-end solution for dynamically creating, teaching, managing and

deploying Digital People.”

The Transhumanist Agenda

By now, many have started realizing that climate change, overpopulation, transhumanism and the

digitization of human life are all part and parcel of The Great Reset agenda, which will not be

complete until humanity is enslaved to the unelected few who will run the world through

algorithms and AI.

According to the technocratic cabal that has set the course for mankind over the last several

decades, overpopulation is responsible for climate change,  so to save the planet, we have to

reduce and manage the population size. One way of doing this is to transition into a digital

environment, the metaverse, where no actual physical resources are being used up.

On the extreme end of the transhumanist spectrum, you have people who believe we will

eventually be able to upload our minds into a computer or synthetic avatar.  We still don’t know if

this is possible, and it seems highly unlikely, considering there’s more to a human than their

physical brain and neuronal network. Your “mind” and “soul,” your actual “being,” is not localized

in your brain tissue.

Transhumanism doesn’t acknowledge the reality of nonlocal mind or soul, however, choosing

instead to view the human being as nothing more than a physical platform  that can be altered

and augmented in any number of ways, equipped with a reproducible neural network that allows

for thinking and intelligence given the correct electrical impulses and neural connections.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution

World Economic Forum (WEF) founder Klaus Schwab wants to create a world in which humans

are connected to the cloud, able to access the internet through their brains. This is what the

Fourth Industrial Revolution  is all about — the merger of man and machine. This is how we know,

without a doubt, that transhumanism is part of The Great Reset.

Of course, being connected to the cloud also means that your brain would be accessible to

people who might like to tinker with your thoughts, emotions, beliefs and behavior,  and that too

is part of the plan. They absolutely want to be able to control your thoughts, emotions, beliefs

and behaviors, from the inside.

Transhumanism also involves the selective breeding of physical bodies, using arti;cial wombs

rather than human beings. Already, Chinese scientists have used CRISPR technology to create

the ;rst gene-edited babies (born in 2018).  They’ve also developed an AI nanny robot to care

for embryos grown inside an arti;cial womb. As reported by Futurism:

“The system could theoretically allow parents to grow a baby in a lab, thereby eliminating

the need for a human to carry a child. The researchers go so far as to say that this

system would be safer than traditional childbearing.”

To most normal people, a future of designer babies grown in arti;cial wombs, brain-to-cloud

connectivity and uploading your mind to a computer sounds more like a purposeless nightmare

than the utopia transhumanists try to portray it as. Schwab, however, speaks as though we have

no choice in the matter. “The future is built by us,” he told the WEF insiders at the 2022 meeting in

Davos.  End of discussion.

The Rise of Anti-Humanism

Part of why Great Reset adherents seem so dissociated from human life is because they are.

Most normal people believe humans are sovereign beings who are free by divine authority.

Technocracy, on the other hand, views humans as a natural resource, no different from an oil

deposit or livestock, and they are to be used as such.

Humans may be more or less eacient than a robot, for example, depending on the job at hand,

and eaciency trumps humanity. To minimize problems within this human resource management

system, there needs to be maximum compliance with minimal effort, and this is where social

engineering through media propaganda (brainwashing), censorship and AI comes in.

For the most part, once fully implemented, the control system will be fully automated, with direct

connection to your brain. Beliefs may be switched from one day to the next with a simple

software update, automatically downloaded and installed from the cloud. That’s their dream, and

our nightmare.

They Want to Track Your Carbon Footprint

Many still have a hard time wrapping their heads around the extent to which the technocratic,

transhumanist cabal intends to control the global population. In short, they intend to control every

single aspect of everything you do on a daily basis. Not only do they not want you to exercise free

will, they don’t even believe free will exists.

“ They intend to control what resources you can
use, where you can travel, your health and medical
decisions, what you think and what you eat. Look
closely, and you will find that all of these plans
have already been announced and implementation
is in the works.”

So, they intend to micromanage your life through digital surveillance, facial and voice recognition,

through carbon credit scores and social credit scores, through digital identities and/or vaccine

passports, through climate change countermeasures and biosecurity measures, through AI

assistants, online censorship and social engineering.

They intend to control what resources you can use, where you can travel, your health and medical

decisions, what you think and what you eat. Look closely, and you will ;nd that all of these plans

have already been announced and implementation is in the works.

For example, in August 2021, The Hill published an op-ed by libertarian analyst Kristin Tate,

warning a social credit system is coming to America.  Two years earlier, in 2019, Futurism

wrote about how the U.S. already has a social credit system that is very similar to China’s, we just

haven’t realized it yet, because it was built by Silicon Valley rather than the government.

The plans for individual carbon footprint trackers were announced  at this year’s Davos meeting

for WEF members and invited VIPs. The trackers are being developed by the Chinese Alibaba

Group,  which makes sense, considering the Chinese have already implemented a social credit

system  and individual carbon tracking will be an added facet of that.

In a June 3, 2022, article, RAIR (Rise Align Ignite Reclaim) commented on the WEF’s plans for

global control:

“After a quietly held WEF and United Nations General Assembly summit in Switzerland on

‘sustainability,’ they released several shocking videos  showcasing a glimpse into life

after The Great Reset.

From people without possessions, pumped full of pills, eating laboratory-created meat in

hyper-technical, digitally networked ‘smart cities’ and clothing. They created short,

bizarre, feel-good videos highlighting how people will help them redesign the world.

The videos range from cows that no longer burp methane thanks to tablets, star;sh

created in test tubes to ;ght climate change, drones for reforestation in Africa, enzymes

from human blood to stabilize concrete, and poor hygiene to save the environment.

The WEF also promoted new mRNA vaccinations against various diseases. In addition,

they celebrated 24-hour surveillance, digital IDs for clothing, and arti;cial food and

coffee.”

They Want to Control Your Diet

The technocratic cabal also intends to radically transform the food system, and are now busily

working on ways to eliminate meat from our diet  and convince us to replace it with synthetic lab

creations and fake meat, which by the way is loaded with the worst kind of fat imaginable —

industrial seed oils.

To this end, the WEF has partnered with the EAT Forum, which will set the political agenda for

global food production. The EAT Forum was cofounded by the Wellcome Trust, which in turn was

established with the ;nancial help of GlaxoSmithKline.

EAT collaborates with nearly 40 city governments across Africa, Europe, Asia, North and South

America and Australia, and maintains close relationships with imitation meat companies such as

Impossible Foods, which was cofunded by Google, Jeff Bezos and Bill Gates.  (Gates has also

been gobbling up farmland, becoming one of the largest private land owners in the U.S. )

EAT has developed a “Planetary Health Diet” that is designed to be applied to the global

population and entails cutting meat and dairy intake by up to 90%, replacing it largely with foods

made in laboratories, along with cereals and oil.  Not surprisingly, Gates is on record urging

Western nations to stop eating real meat altogether.

Bugs — It’s What’s for Dinner

Forcing a transition to fake meats is bad enough, but it gets worse. Perhaps you’ve seen the odd

article here and there over the past few years suggesting we should consider eating bugs and

weeds and drink “reclaimed” sewage?  Well, those were part of the predictive programming to

prime the pump, so to speak. Now we’re entering the real indoctrination phase.

Four primary schools in Wales, U.K., recently conducted a real-world trial to see how children

would take to eating mealworms, crickets, beetles and other insects, while simultaneously being

indoctrinated to think they’re becoming “ethical citizens” who are saving the planet by ditching

meat. According to RAIR, which reported the novel lunch experiment:

“... the unelected self-anointed global elitists at the WEF have fought for years for

westerners to eat bugs ... ‘Would you give edible insects a try to help save the planet?’ ...

Two years ago, the European Union (EU) classi;ed insects as ‘novel foods.’ In other

words: the preparations for insect food have been underway for a long time. As a result,

edible insects are increasingly sold across the EU.

The UK Food Safety Authority (FSA) will provisionally allow trade in edible insects in

supermarkets and retailers starting in June [2022], with full approval expected next year.

Evaluation is currently underway for crickets for human consumption; mealworms are

also expected to be submitted soon.”

Being able to see the globalists’ plan as clearly as we can see it now, we have an obligation to

future generations to resist, denounce and refuse any and all implementations of the

technocratic agenda. We can win, for the simple fact that there are more of us than there are of

them, but we have to be vocal about it — we need to join forces and present a united front. We

need to peacefully resist and say “No thank you” to everything they try roll out.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,652 ratings

ORDER NOW
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deemark
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I've got another plan: Within 5 years, the WEF and WHO will have been eradicated. Schwab, Gates and their cronies will be becoming a

distant memory. Digital currency will have fallen by the wayside. We will have lost a huge number to fake vaccines and further

depopulation programmes. BUT...Freedom will be within grasp.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 4:10:59 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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YAY!! I like this!!! (Except for the deaths, no cheering there. For the rest....)It sounds right too. As a friend said, the gunk has to qy

to the light to be seen and recognized. Once recognized, there is a brief period of chaos, and then there is peace and order like

never before. I think she is right, and I also think you are right! Further, I have seen it in life, many-a-time, that denial breaks alas,

as people "hit bottom" and suffer from it. This is sad, and nothing we wish on anybody. Yet, if that is what it takes, then therein

lies our hope, currently. The very suffering inqicted by those who only temporarily are in power, is what is going to back;re and

cause their whole plan to stumble and fall. Watch and see. THAW--Time Heals All Wounds. Give this one to time, but I predict

that the wakeup movement is going to happen, more and more. I have already seen it in its beginning stages, with more and more

people talking.
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I wanted to post this separately to keep things short. I love this quote, and hope this underscores you Deemark. Thank you!

“When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love have always won. There have been tyrants and

murderers, and for a time, they can seem invincible, but in the end, they always fall. Think of it--always.”  Mahatma Gandhi
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Yes, it always falls because with or without all the modern tools currently at their disposal because they are disconnected from

the Greater Whole. Tyrants don't adapt. They make demands and have the belief all else will adapt to those demands. Creation is

beyond their petty dictates.
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deemark, thanks for your "other plan". Hardly a day or two goes by without news of someone, usually a man, dropping dead.

Yesterday was reading about a speedboat that ran aground on an island; and yes, the 27 yold driver was found dead. How much

longer before a lot more people wake up to ever present dangers?
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Have to appreciate the dream or desire dee, but you do realize all the same players are in all the same positions right? I mean no

ONE has been held remotely accountable. Its just day after day and month after month and year after year of the same people

doing the same things to humanity.
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brodiebrock12 - Shifts are often just under the radar; you need to dig for them. Certainly not showing on front page news 'round

the world. READ this latest on glyphosate and consider this position as compared to 8 or 10 years ago, when the EPA was go, go,

go, on re-approving this menace to society - - = www.dtnpf.com/agriculture/web/ag/crops/article/2022/06/17/ninth-circui..  . As

with any failing system it's frustrating, Taking way too long; however, signs of the legal process speeding up may be underway...
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Virtual Children to Help Combat Overpopulation
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Arti;cial intelligence expert Catriona Campbell predicts virtual children will be

commonplace within the next 50 years, which can help combat overpopulation

)

The virtual children would only exist within the metaverse, and parents would

interact with them using high-tech wearables like gloves that can deliver tactile

feedback to replicate physical sensations

)

Climate change, overpopulation, transhumanism and the digitization of human life

are all part and parcel of The Great Reset agenda, which will not be complete until

humanity is enslaved to the unelected few who will run the world through algorithms and AI

)

World Economic Forum (WEF) founder Klaus Schwab wants to create a world in which humans are connected to the cloud, able to access

the internet through their brains. This is what the Fourth Industrial Revolution is all about — the merger of man and machine. This is how we

know, without a doubt, that transhumanism is part of The Great Reset

)

The technocratic, transhumanist cabal also wants to track your individual carbon footprint and dictate your diet. Meat consumption is to be

cut by 90% and replaced with fake lab-created meats and bugs

)
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Hockey
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I hope you're right. We also have to ;nd a way to remove 90% of Congress with people who are not rich (the out-of touch with

middle-class realities) or trying to get rich; OK with earning a comfortable $200k per year gov't salary and a gov't pension to

follow, and no insider trading, dedicated to being heroes for the well-being of the general population, not making deals with

monied interests. We can hope and start by removing most incumbents on both sides of the aisle that serve no useful purpose.

Let's end the theatre.
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Yes, I hope so. They can't even get the password thing ;gured out, but maybe that's by design. The cybersecurity industry didn't

exist 20/30 years ago. They made a market that may not have been necessary but for the fear they've been able to instill in an

unwitting public. I practice "safe clicking" and never get viruses or browser hacks. Do banking, shopping, etc with never an

"identity theft". I used to do tech support and every virus I had to clean was on a computer with McAfee or Norton AV - usually

both because they come preinstalled. I do not use either.
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HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT? DO YOU HAVE INFO THAT WE DON'T?
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This fake baby idea is one of the sickest things I've ever heard of. It is absolute insanity.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Nearly everything these birds throw at us is smothered in ick factor sauce. The further they go away from anything real and

natural it seems the more they like it.
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It will get sicker! The global corporations, via the mainstream media, have been altering people's (the susceptible ones) belief

systems for many decades, through their brainwashing and conditioning techniques. Just look at the millions of Lemmings who

are still wandering around with their faces covered - for no logical or rational reason whatsoever!
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Look how many are now not sure what a woman is or that men can be pregnant
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The very notion is just absolutely ridiculous. I think people are going to scoff this one down. And talk about detached from reality!

Reality is imbued with spirit. If some crazy pro;teer (or even not a pro;teer) thinks that machines can substitute for a living child, a

spiritual presence, the breath of heaven that innocence of childhood brings, they are so wrong. Just crazy wrong. Quite literally, with our

pocketbook, none of us are going to buy this. Anybody silly enough to do so, will do it just as a game, but not as a reality practice or as

any kind of substitute at all. I will add that the very notion of humans as machines, machines to keep someone company, to respond

and interact, in any way, is a pure insult to the human intelligence and the psyche. And I mean, really a deep insult. Sick.
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PS I heard a news announcement that the government of New York was going to hand out robots to nursing homes to allegedly

keep the elderly company. Some people are so detached from reality, it's just crazy. Crazy!
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On the other hand, Mirandola, the success of this whole agenda relies on (1) public ignorance of human physiology and

biochemistry, how the immune system works etc (2) geology and astrophysics re soil, the solar system and climate variations

due to solar activity. (3) the diaculty of disproving claims made and even when oacial data and statistics negate them, they are

ignored or censored. When did you last go to the Antarctic to check how many polar bears are surviving our “CO2 emissions” ?

(4) The technique is one of stealth -gradual introduction of (admittedly crazy) mandates which, after acceptance by the majority,

lead to ever more outlandish and illogical mandates which, tellingly, are not followed by the elitist conspirators themselves.

We look back at old newsreels of obedient masses raising their hands in approval of the Fuehrer’s mad histrionics - admittedly at

the point of a gun or a beating up if they refused - and wonder at their sheep like navet. But here we are in the 21st century, not

yet seeing the madness of covering our face in symbolic obedience, accepting without a murmur of dissent that we and our

children might be part of giant experiment by injection.

Would you have dreamed even three years ago that hospitals might be paid a premium for each life lost through inappropriate

treatment and withdrawal of effective remedies? After the CRISPR technology inventor won a Nobel prize, we should discount no

attempt at transhumanism however impossible it sounds to us now. Blotting out the sun is kindergarten stuff compared to this:

perverted psychopaths stop at nothing to bring their achieve their aims. That is the most important lesson we have learned so

far.
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Mirandola and all... We are told the senior citizens are loving the robots. How qakey would I have to be to have nothing more to

look forward to everyday other than talking to a machine? STFU! I don't even like the advertising in some supermarkets that talks

to you (motion sensors). Who needs another Alexa? Part of the agenda is to eliminate the soul--to equate humans with

machines. I suppose this is the anticipated outcome for young people, without social skills, who have a short attention span and

only interact with others by brief texts. I think many people will buy into this, just because having the latest technology makes

them feel superior and "special".  I really do not mind being a neanderthal and doing many things by hand. Life is not only about

achievements, but also about the process.  If I am not a burden to anyone, why can I not be left alone to live my life in peace?
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For  “ sheep like navet” read sheep like na -iv -ete.  I can lend out a dictionary, if required.
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hi Almond, hi Cabochon et al ,I don't blame either of you or any of the rest of you/us, for concerns and worries based on the rise

of other crazy matters. Yet, I must say that when I heard the news announcement at the gas pump about the NY government

handing out robots to the elderly "to keep them company", when I went inside the gas station and relayed this news to the cashier

and a customer, they both sneered/laughed. These were perfect strangers. I really don't think people are going to buy into this.

And people *all* comment (all of the ones I talk to) how during COVID lockdowns, to "connect" by computer was just not the

same as in person. Just a mere ghost of the self appearing as an image on the screen. People all feel it, and feel the isolation,

the joy of reconnection now, the importance of in person, face to face and very real connection. Let us not kid ourselves that the

spirit feels the truth of connection, to a real soul. God bless you both and all the rest of us.
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Just because you can do something doesn't mean you should. Yet when it comes to most of what we are seeing is from beyond

gov't's, & more so from unelected to anything individuals. The muscle to it all computers, robots. There is no Capitalism or

markets when all are manipulated by machines making choices based on computer math designed to increase numbers in

ledgers. Based on the whims of a few individuals. Worse yet, based on computer math designed by those who hate Nature, hate

Creation, hate humans, meaning most likely they hate themselves. So, all these meltdowns, bubbles, crashes, 'soft landings' have

been designed and have led the world into a mess they have created & yet we are blamed for it all, and at the same time already

harassed, hounded by a rigged system bound by design to stop anything Sane we have been doing or attempting.

And if left to their designs we are supposed to pay dearly for it, have nothing, & be happy. It's best we explore any avenue we can

to ;nd as many things as we can put into motion those things to Heal & Not Steal. Sooner or later one of those "squirrels" who

from time to time bring down a whole coastal Power Grid will decide to chew on something that can't be ;xed and their whole

crazy scheme collapses into the decaying nut salad it is. The more prepared we are to help ourselves and each other gives us the

skills to pick up the pieces.
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We would scoff this one off, but how about the people who are still getting boosters and their minds are already sick? Here in the

Netherlands 85% took the shots and they are still deep in massformation/hypnose. At parties it's very fancy to serve insects. In

nursing homes they have already installed those machines to keep the old people company, who interact and who they can

cuddle. So it really worries me; it's a nightmare indeed.
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Oh people will buy this. Women today think they deserve a glass of vino instead of comforting their screaming child. The women

of child bearing years have no clue how to care for a human. Many are too self centered to even think about that.
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Unfortunately, a child born today, growing up in this insanity, will never know what normal is and think this is perfectly acceptable.

Older people today can see right through this. However, someone born 30 years from now will be of child rearing age in 50 years

and think it's the greatest thing since sliced bread- if sliced bread still exists by then.
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If they can believe they have to inject and mask their children they will certainly believe this.
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Comforting or goulish?.... www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/jun/23/amazon-alexa-could-turn-dea..
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I don't know, mirandola, the younger generation is so attuned to technology, I could actually see at least some of them liking this

idea. It's horri;c to me, but with all the techno nerds that we're raising these days on devices almost non-stop, this could seem

like reality to them. Recently, I read of a man who has a relationship with a mannequin. Really. Said he loved her. Is he insane?

Probably. But people around him said he doesn't act insane, except in this situation with the mannequin. If he had someone like a

female "Data" from Star Trek, he would think he was in heaven -- maybe even with a "screen woman" who could emote like cute

little Baby X.

Isolation & loneliness makes people do crazy things. Look at the exploding Autism rates, due to all the vaccines jammed into the

little bodies of children...some of those will have social issues and might gravitate strongly toward this. Personally, I hope the

Lord comes back before things go this far, this is horrifying. But there are those, such as Schwab & his WEF, Gates, and others,

who want this to be reality. I hope & pray we will ;ght this all the way to the end...and this is probably what it will end up coming

down to -- those of us who are horri;ed about the globalists' agenda will work to ;nd a way to stop it.
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A few years ago I would have agreed with you, but no longer. At the dawn of Facebook I thought, who would be foolish enough to

waste their time creating an online narcissistic virtual persona of themselves for the world to see? Look around for that answer.

The Metaverse is just the next level.
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Dear everybody, please know I can't blame a single one of you for your skepticism and concerns. But please also know, that when

I spoke with the gas station attendant and the customer who scoffed at the very idea of robots allegedly "Keeping the elderly

company", they were both young techie-aged Twenty-Somethings. I really do think that the human spirit will know, and FEEL the

difference between real human connection and a remote, icy, lifeless machine. I also think parents will want their kids to have

real company and will see to that. I saw parents doing that after a certain point into the COVID lockdowns, they were very

concerned about their isolation and the offshoots thereof, and that they have human contact.

But let's play devil's advocate and say that they really do "buy into" this idea of relating to a lifeless robot. The day will come, at

that point, that they will have loneliness and suffer spiritual stubbing, just like a tree stump, ;guratively speaking. Then they will

seek out human company. It is bound to happen, just the laws of the spirit itself. My two cents. Just Steve I loved what you said

about us helping each other. God bless us all.
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Gerritje1, Understood. Yesterday I took a walk with a very conservative Trump loving Republican who asked if I had gotten my

fourth shot yet? She nearly fell over when I said that I had not gotten the ;rst, second, third, let alone fourth shot. So, folks are

nuts. Of course, this woman is a very engaged grandmother and has certainly been acclimated through that to the “ bene;ts” of

many shots. My sad point: if folks are this easily inquenced, anything could be next.
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Arti;cial Intelligence! Hah! An oxymoron?
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Funny how the people who see overpopulation as the problem never volunteer to be part of the solution. They want you to do that

instead. How unprincipled. And predictable. You don't see these people eating the fake meat, reducing their carbon footprints by

downsizing homes or eschewing private air travel, or doing any of the things they believe the masses should do. Worse, they are

emboldened enough to talk of their aims out loud, in the open, at events they know will be covered by media people, most of whom are

compliant if not in on it. Whatever the original vision for AI, it is hard to fathom that its originators had 'virtual babies' in mind. Once

more it appears that technology is outpacing man's ability to use it wisely.

Many live a virtual life as it is, what with their faces perpetually glued to a small screen. I see couples in restaurants, each party more

engaged with the device in their hands than the person across the table. No wonder birth rates in the ;rst world are plummeting. The

Wales bug-eating experiment is the logical continuation of what has been going on for years - kids being taught that the world is on the

brink of collapse, only then the focus was on those horrible, evil, no good, very bad fossil fuels without which society would revert to

18th-century status. Those students are young adults now, and convinced as ever that the clock is ticking. Small wonder that the next

great villain for the climate cult would be food. Controlling energy and food allows for controlling people and perhaps nations. The next

frontier is money, the digital currency we hear about. Control that and you control the world.
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Yup, they cut to the front of the line on nearly everything else, step up and lead by example. Population crash is coming.

www.youtube.com/watch
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Juststeve, good one! "People do not seem to realize that their opinion of the world is a reqection of their character" - Ralph Waldo

Emerson. - Gotta watch the entire After Skool to arrive at this quote.
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Nope, it's always the little people - the straw users - let's blame them! In the meantime, the real problems are still polluting our

waterways and raping our planet.
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mikeatbb
Joined On 2/15/2011 5:39:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no overpopulation we have passed paek child and the ;nal world population will peak as they grow old. Dear departed Hans

Rosling clearly showed this in his brilliant lectures. watch on youtube they contain dramatc real life video of how the really poor live and

their hopes and expectations
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was shocked to learn just how impoverished the world's people are. Tx!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of what good or practical use is the metaverse short of advertising and separating gullible people from their money? So, if everyone is

sterile, overpopulation will no longer be a problem? I will be surprised if there are not still a lot of babies made the old-fashioned way... I

suppose many of the same people who got boosted--esp. the grandparents--will become a lucrative market for buying the whole

kit-and-kaboodle for their virtual grandkids. The whole world is going crazy and distanced from reality. The lemmings are on the march.

My major concern is holding the land. If I can do that, I will not mind being locked down as retribution for having a low social credit

score. In fact, I will thank the wannabe elites for isolating me and keeping strange strangers off my doorstep so I can live in peace

behind my locked gate. The only issue I foresee is ;guring out a way to pay taxes, but with natural resources, I am sure barter is an

option. Real food will also be a hot item on the black market. It already is...
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vanessa3436
Joined On 11/13/2013 5:09:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only other created beings say we are overpopulated. How does this make any sense? Our Creator God wants us here and He is not an

idiot like these so called experts make Him out to be. This planet belongs to God. He alone decides how many people he wants down

here and he is also the one who said go and multiply there is something very greedy about those Who say we are overpopulated They

have been saying this since the 1960s they are insane and dishonest.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree
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WillCat
Joined On 2/3/2021 7:46:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You seem to have forgotten that this is the "free will zone" where God steps back and allows us to ;gure stuff out. We can ask,

pray and meditate but the decisions are ours to make though it is said we are deeply loved regardless.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To quote the Billy Graham, “I have read the last page of the Bible. It is all going to turn out all right"...
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in a condo-community totally surrounded by huge trees, lawns, bushes, qowers and I see 80 % of the people with their eyes glued

to their smartphones, whether they are walking their dogs, are with their childreen or just getting in or out of their cars. They do not

experience reality, they could be sitting in a dungeon and wouldn't know the difference.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It literally makes me want to kick those "things" out of their zombie hands when I'm out walking and say WAKE UP!! People sit in

a restaurant and they might as well be eating crap in the back alley - they just stay glued to the idiot "phone". What a WASTE of

the precious life God gave them!!!  I wrote a song a while back called "You can't smell a Rose ( if its painted on your screen)"

 "Smart" phones continue to make people into idiots. And these demons want the children!!!! When I'm out walking, or bike riding

that "thing" stays home. It mostly stays home if I have to drive anywhere. I generally don't look at or answer it unless I know

precisely who it is. A telephone should be a telephone and that's it. I am very technically savvy - I DO understand the technology,

and thus how dangerous it is in the wrong hands (big everything and the government) - the dupes and suckers play right into their

hands.  God Bless you and your family.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Transhumanism and the Metaverse charleseisenstein.substack.com/p/transhumanism-and-the-metaverse
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay, enough is enough. I thought the talking AI computer was bad. Lord, come quickly.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The useless eater globalists need to lead by example.  Get all their required mRNA shots for their passport, bicycle to climate

conferences, and eat bug meals along the way. Until they do that, they have zero credibility.
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ho ho. Touche!
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The virtual child thing just sounds like an advanced simulation video game for grown-ups. Have a fake child at your convenience

without the responsibility! But no spirit, no soul, no real life. (Ugh! rolling my eyes so hard!)
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willy1123
Joined On 6/1/2022 6:27:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely evil and sick. And weird I might add. These people think they’ll live forever. News qash, they won’t. They will die like everyone

else and face judgement like everyone else. Jesus is the way the truth and the life. No one comes to the father except through the Son.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen Willy. God Bless.
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tomina.t
Joined On 1/7/2017 12:31:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All this is geared toward the young people. They are malleable. And once the older generations who were raised without computers are

gone, no one will remember what it means to be a real (well, almost) human. These are not mere plans of the rich and psychologically

impaired few, this is a very strong pendulum already in motion.
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Technocracy, on the other hand, views humans as a natural resource, no different from an oil deposit or livestock, and they are to be

used as such. - Is the view of alien species. On the other hand, all the problems espoused by the elites is of their creation. Free

decentralized energy would clear up these problems. But in turn, would erode the elites wealth and control. The free energy would

transfer wealth to the minions. Which would create a greater desire for leisure and less reproduction. Look, the industrialized western

cultures are importing labor due to the lack of procreation.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've come to consider the Aliens from Outerspace as a magician's trick. "Look over here (and you won't see my sleight of hand)."

When the Project Paperclip *** were imported to America, I gather they and their enablers probably would not have wanted

anyone to get wise to what they were continuing to develop (mind control, eugenics, germ and toxic technology) using American

tax dollars. What a coincidence it would be that all the alien hype started post WWII.
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time for the "useless eaters" on lifeboat Earth to throw the "good for nothing" elitists overboard. https://www.shipoffools.org
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nateanthony... which is precisely what I plan to do. oziz4oziz.com/ welcome aboard Nate Anthony.
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sch3627
Joined On 9/24/2018 10:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no climate change emergency, there is no overpopulation emergency (opposite may be true) so what good is this? Why are

people so gullible? I do not understand this.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Overpopulation does concern me. Birth control should be available to all. I am a ;scal conservative but this is one social program

I am willing to support, even in other countries.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least 50% of the population will welcome this nightmare. Why do I say this? They LOVED the lockdown so much. Proving them to be

soulless, heartless slabs of meat begging to be locked up and used like the dumb livestock they are.
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FIRST YORKSHIREMAN And you try and tell the young people of today that ..... they won't believe you. ALL They won't!
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BJC777
Joined On 11/9/2007 9:31:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Virtual children??? More insanity.............
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disgusting. These people are sick in the head, crazies the lot of them.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same arrogance that feeds the belief that they know what’s best for everyone is the same arrogance that prevents these folks from

seeing just how intelligent the rest of us are. When you equate a lack of control over others (a control most of us don’t want) with a lack

of smarts you end up stupe;ed at the results.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus isn't exactly Mr. Personality. I suspect he is an AI robot from another planet and has been sent to take over the earth. That is the

only way this makes any sense at all.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 11:12:19 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Florida1
Joined On 8/21/2008 6:39:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can there be more of "us" than there are of them when so many of "us" are still believing the deceptive BS from the pretty faces on

mainstream media. After joining forces and presenting a united front, what is needed is an equivalent megaphone far-reaching enough

for all to hear.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 9:37:58 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

myszka
Joined On 10/30/2011 3:07:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Overpopulation is a myth. So is human caused climate change. Climate has been changing for past 4.5 billion years since Earth was

formed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 9:18:37 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Overpopulation is more believable to those who live in urban areas because everywhere they look, they always see tons and tons

of people. Overpopulation is far less believable to those who live in rural areas because they don't hardly see anybody.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 6:11:52 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know this is real, but it sounds like a bad sci-; movie. The thought of eating bugs makes me want to puke . Make believe children is

the weirdest thing I have ever heard of. The so called elites, whom I call monsters instead are living in their own make believe world. Do

they really think we’re going to let this happen? I hope more people will come to their senses soon

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 8:27:26 AM

% Like  & Dislike
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DanoS1
Joined On 3/28/2021 5:11:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Globalists are burning down and destroying food manufacturing facilities, along with sabotaging farmers in a myriad of other ways,

then "peaceful refusal" should be out the window. Starvation is a tactic of war that has been used from time immemorial. We are in a

war now.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dano, I agree. California is a good example. Taking out dams while much of the central valley will be fallowed due to water being

cutoff to farmers. Water is being released faster than it is coming into some dams now, when it should be saved for late summer.

Those who have land and can afford to build a dam should be encouraged to do so instead of being hit with so many permit

requirements. USDA used to pay part of the cost.
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It won't work here. People will just not work. People will loot, not manufacture anything and not be able to buy tracking devices. The

cabal will have gained nothing but chaos.
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lisahealyourself
Joined On 11/28/2021 6:03:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the saddest thing I’ve ever read. And I pray the masses won’t allow this to happen. Our beautiful human organism was meant to

live free, as a part of the natural ecosystem called earth.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is such utter insanity! Soon, I will be putting on my physical helmet and riding my physical motorcycle - in the real world - and I will

enjoy it! No 'metaverse' for me!
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of my sons admires Elon Musk. I regard him with some suspicion, being that he’s in the same wealth group with Gates, Bezoz, etc.

But even my son was a little suspicious of Elon’s new work- a cellphone to compete with Apple’s, that you get a chip implanted in your

brain/head so you can “think” your connections with your phone! A frightening step of sliding people toward transhumanism!
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh hell no
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was looking at this post about Elon Musk yesterday:

www.investmentwatchblog.com/elon-musk-wears-new-world-order-jacket-to-..
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because junk mail and spam aren't pervasive enough, let's get this stuff sent directly to our brains!
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the dumbest thing I've ever heard.... this week. I'm not sure which is dumber, though, the people who are thinking this up or the

idiots who believe it's possible. What makes me the angriest about articles like this is that they play this situation as a "going to

happen". Bullsh!t. I can't say it any plainer than that: bullsh!t. The more people buy into this nonsense, the crazier the world gets. Stop

listening to and reporting crap like this and then those morons will only be talking to themselves.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elliecats most people deny this is going on and go along helping the globalists in their agenda. That's why it is sure to happen.
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kurlikew
Joined On 5/14/2008 8:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all just beyond sick! I've encouraged my son never to have children, because what a horrible world they would be born into! As it

is, I'm very afraid for the world my son will have to live in! It's heartbreaking ...
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deemark
Joined On 5/25/2021 3:38:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, that's what they want. We want our children to have children who know truth. It will always be a lonely place - standing for

truth - but the rewards far outweigh this.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kurlikew ; Completely agree with you. I've recently come across the concept of anti-natalism. I'm increasingly agreeing with it

especially as I read Mercola's newsletters. I can't understand how we're going to even survive with our mind, bodies, and soul

being pretty much destroyed. It's psycho stuff. Won't people fall ill on mass, or even commit suicide on mass? How are we

possibly going to be of any use as a "resource."
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JeanneWV
Joined On 7/13/2010 8:42:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GoldCoaster. They ;gure they only need about 500,000,000 of us, so if we die off en masse that would be just ;ne with them.

They want to destroy our minds, bodies and souls. They are trying to destroy our bodies, but are ;nding us quite resilient, and

there are enough with minds to see through their charades to mess up that little scheme. As for our souls, they are eternal and

can be neither created nor destroyed. Souls do not exist in Time or Space, but can access it at any point they wish to , so our

future incarnations can be aware of what happened in the past.

They are, and the good news is: We made it. It get's a little rocky, but in the end, we did it. And by rocky I don't mean nuclear war

or mass extinction, the sun exploding or being wiped out by an alien race, although they may try to fake that one. Don't fall for it.

Have faith in the ;nal outcome and above all, don't fall prey to fear. That is their most powerful weapon and they use it to keep us

off balance and unable to think straight.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goldcoaster, real people would commit suicide. But 50-60% of the population had no problems with a dehumanizing two-year

existence in lockdown. They are still emotionally ;ne and prefer freakish, anti-human lifestyles.
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For some, truth is too heavy a burden.  Do not be dissuaded, Joe. Tell it like it is. True to life and truth, true nutrition, true values of love

for humanity.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh Great; Maybe the metaverse can keep pedophiles off the the streets. Or maybe there will be on-line predators after the metaverse

babys. Maybe the metaverse will convince people to become Breathetarian's so they don't have to eat anything.
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Barliman
Joined On 9/9/2010 9:56:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course wi; children cant look after you in your old age. WTF is wrong with these people?
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people who dream up this stuff are DELUSIONAL: They can't tell the difference between reality and science ;ction. They are living

in strange ways, cocooned in their tidy nerdy dreamy futuristic Utopia mind tripping. They are so removed from reality that they are out

of touch with how we have reached what technology we have today. And it wasn't by means of their tidy nerdy dreamy approach. The

working class has been out here, the professional class, the educated and the self-educated and the uneducated, doing the incredible

day to day tasks that have made it possible to get this far. They are so very disconnected with the struggles of everyday life of the

people THEY DEPEND ON to attain and secure and protect their great wealth.

(Even a slave culture like Ancient Rome eventually had to grant certain freedoms of citizenship to conquered peoples in order to gain

better outcomes. Sure, Julius Caesar destabilized the entire culture in his northern conquests, but subsequent generations could not

maintain productivity without some compromises.) It is as if the Davos crowd was absent from school the day lessons were taught in

cause and effect; that is, just because they intend to get one effect from something they are putting into action against the Earth's

population of normal inhabitants who love life even though it is unpredictable, does not mean the result will be static or will continue to

lead to more effects that bene;t their twisted DAVOS desires.

Obviously they are prepared for their SLAVER ENTERPRISE to include deaths, but unlike the Slavers who preyed on Africans and

conveniently dumped the dead and dying victims into the Atlantic Ocean -- will Davos Slavers be able to be hide their deeds? It appears

they are trying to hide behind Arti;cial Intelligence Mind Dreams and snag many into wasting time with their woo-woo notions that have

NOTHING to do with biological realities. I think the question that has never come up at DAVOS is:
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The question that may never have come up in their tidy Davos get-togethers is: Can a technological, wealth-glorifying level of

existence we WEFers desire ;nd continuance with a drastically reduced population, drastically genetically altered population,

drastically disenfranchised population? They are proving they know how to commit genocide with ease. But when they imagine a

world "cleansed" of all biological diversity that they don't ;nd appealing -- will there be any sparks of genius left? Can a

thoroughly sociopathic, psychopathic, narcissistic population PRODUCE anything creatively?

I mean, in a biological way, sometimes predators run out of prey and then die off. These DAVOS PREDATORS can't ;gure out a

way to live on Earth without day-dreaming about controlling the brains of their prey through technology they don't even know will

work outside the Slaver framework. All this wonderful technological possibility -- and all they can come up with is GENOCIDE and

SLAVERY. They are not visionaries. They are weak-minded, anti-social EUGENICIST UTOPIAN DREAMERS.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Above all Nickjj, will there be enough robots and AI to serve their needs and desires once humanity is wiped out or damaged

beyond repair? They grossly overestimate their technology in getting practical stuff done. But the damage will be done by then.

Too bad there is nowhere to hide till this passes over. There really are not that many of us in comparison to them, since more

than 90% will always be clueless and 55-60% are actively supporting the Davos crowd. Look at the Aussies. They may not know

what the Agenda is but they're sure helping the elitists commit genocide.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I couldn't bear to read it. Could only read the start of the ;rst paragraph. A loveless non-human world of delusion is planned.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same folks supporting lockdown and masking will be ;ne with this.
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bul51293
Joined On 8/26/2013 10:32:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I say we round up all of these cronies, from Klaus Schwab to Kill Gates, Fraudulent Fauci, and all the rest of them (too numerous to

mention) tie them up and shove sewage and insects down their throats... lets see how much they enjoy that. They all need to be

executed plain and simple. When enough people wake up to this hoax that has been perpetuated on mankind, and ;ght back - only then

will we see change. Sitting back and believing you can't ;ght 'authority' is WRONG - they are nothing but criminal thugs trying to destroy

humanity and our planet - we need to get united and ;ght this evil or humanity is over.  Share this online book with the sheep you know:

www.youtube.com/watch
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are people at a grass roots level supporting this BS through enforcing the tyrannical crap and snitching on family and (one

time) friends. I wonder what we can do about them. Klaus Schwab and Bill Gates need them to get their agenda done.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't it seem like something out of a sci ; novel? In the meantime, two vax'd and boostered friends of a friend on her military base

DIED within the last two weeks from 'covid' (who knows which episode they're talking, 2.0, omicron, something that should have been

benign - who the heck knows) ... but ya, I guess I understand why no one is talking about covid deaths now - they were BOTH FULLY

VAX'D AND BOOSTERED.  huh.
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amg2945
Joined On 8/13/2019 3:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Immediately preceeding covid in the DC metro, we had an insect bar at a local health food store chain, offering 5-6 different types of

dried bugs sold by the ounce. Curiously, it rapidly disappeared once covid hit and who knows the reason why. I found it interesting the

display was at the front of the store, an endcap, and captured peoples attention as they walked past the produce aisle to have this

display in their face. At the least, it was educational, at it's most productive, it would validate that bugs are OK to eat. I'm plenty familiar

with the historical Native American diets and insects as food, but this fell off as a general part of their diet when they began receiving

commodities from the US government around the late 1800s and early 1900s as part of their treaties. Now the bug has been planted

anew, and reading this article, the intent is we all eat insects not as a subsistence strategy, but as a manipulated food source, the new

commodity for all.
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WillCat
Joined On 2/3/2021 7:46:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, I think there are a percentage of people under forty who can and will embrace this transhumanist technology. There is a great

loneliness that ayicts many and so there is a seeking after companionship, ease, comfort, and safety that you don't have to leave your

bedroom to ;nd. And there is one other aspect that is not talked about in articles I have read, sex. In the early days of internet websites

porn sites were the ;rst e-commerce to be pro;table. This immersive technology is set to launch a whole new era of fun and pro;t.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all just so bizarre. The social media virtual reality essence over the past 10-15 years has been a complete disconnect ;lled with

anxiety as a person has no idea what the other people are thinking and has done nothing but tear people apart. And now they are talking

about virtual babies ... what could possibly go wrong?
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nowadays, people who can't/won't have children often have a dog. They lavish the love intended for human children on that dog, treat it

like a human being. What a travesty! People like that probably will never cotton on to a virtual child. They'll still prefer their dog. In any

case, if they have a virtual child, they don't deserve the title of "parent". People who think the virtual child makes them a parent are

deluded. Something like Blake Lemoine. Even if it were possible for a machine to become self-aware (which I seriously doubt), we're not

there yet. We have a long ways to go. Christians and Jews (and possibly others) learn that human beings are made in God's image with

an eternal spirit.

You cannot duplicate that in either dog or virtual child. In 50 years, the fact we have a worldwide population BUST will be painfully

obvious. Lots of old people, not enough young people to care for them. Most likely, euthanasia will be common against those who

cannot care for themselves. My husband said in those days, there will be survival communities, and if you don't or won't have children,

you will not be welcome. The idea that raising babies in arti;cial wombs is safer than pregnancy and childbirth is another delusion. Our

bodies were designed to carry and give birth (women).

One of my daughters tried getting pregnant by implantation of embryo, and she said it was unbelievably hard on her body. And she lost

ten children. None of them survived. The problem is the hormones needed to harvest the eggs. They wreak havoc with a woman's body.

I am a fan of Star Trek and Star Wars, and that makes me aware that we will be unable to tell whether or not an android is sapient. It can

be faked. But there will be subtle ways to tell; the android simply will not have true creativity, but it will be hard to detect the difference.

Dream away, o ye tyrants! You will lose in the end. Forever.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It reminds me of when my parents preferred I get a cat when I was fairly young and said it would be a good precursor before ever

considering having children. Ha! Years later with real, human children, there is no preparation possible before the real thing and

to even try to equate the two is almost a slap in the face to actual parents.
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WillCat
Joined On 2/3/2021 7:46:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please leave my dog and cats out of your arguments for human children. I love my animals and do NOT see them as human

children but as intelligent loving beings in their own right. As a child I grew up with animals played and loved them like part of my

family so back off condemning we who love other than human creatures. At 7 plus billion two-legged animals I thinks there are

more than enough children running about.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love my cat, but refuse to call her a fur baby. These virtual "babies" are nothing but video games.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we morally want to stop overpopulation of planet Earth, then continue space exploration. Mathematically there are more than 10

planets in our Milkyway Galaxie that can sustain life as we know it. The Andromeda Galaxie, (the next galaxy), which is three times the

size of our galaxy, should have lots more. In approximately 4.5 billion years the Andromeda Galaxy and the Milky Way are expected to

collide, and the result will be a giant elliptical galaxy. So, we have lots of time, I would think.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are more of us than there are of them? I haven't felt that way the last few years. Or even before COVID, for that matter - the

mindless followers have always dominated. It doesn't help that we outnumber the elites, their billions of supporters want us crushed

too. Not saying it's hopeless, just saying I disagree with this point.
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vanessa3436
Joined On 11/13/2013 5:09:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God had this problem when he was taking the Israelites out of Egypt so in the darkness he disappeared all those who among the

Israelites who were causing him a problem and naysayers  we do not have that luxury they are going to drag us down we are

going to be like the Titanic
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vanessa, I didn't know that story, thanks. There is something that may disappear some of them now, you know.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fools will have to die. If we can break off from them, I'm ;ne with letting them self-destruct. There may be enough of us to

survive outside the System. The Elitists will kill or capture the apathetic, loveless cowards. The System will self destruct at some

point.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those responsible for this asinine prediction aren't a scintilla intelligent enough to accomplish it. My hope and prayer are that all those

involved in this are jabbed.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This blog www.eugyppius.com/.../why-fauci-is-probably-fully-vaccinated  makes a good case for Fauci probably being jabbed

with actual MRNA vaccine. I share your hope. One thing we know for sure is all their enablers are jabbed.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And do you think Fauci took AZT also? Knowing what he knows, he would be the LAST to ever take the real thing. Think saline

solution.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have always ;gured Fauci and similar ;gures in the charade know the score and would no more get injected with a COVID vax

than I would. I said the Eugyppius piece makes a good case, not that I agree.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're relying on their pampered lifestyles to carry them thru with zero resistance. Nothing manmade that can't be breeched or

dismantled. Let THEM eat crickets. Then we eat them. I understand human qesh is similar to the qavor and texture of pork. When Spain

basted thru Mexico, the Aztecs had a popular dish called posole that was made with human meat. The Spanish were so appalled that

they made them use pork - claims it tasted the same so then Fred and Harry could make stew instead of being stew. It's been that way

ever since.

Just a piece of culinary trivia. LOL Oh, got a letter form one of Gate's minions wanting to buy my unused, farmland. His offer was about

15 zeroes short of anything but a cursory consideration. Then it would have still been a resounding HELL NO! I have lots of bugs on it

already, so I'm set. LOL This whole mess is such a joke. They have no idea how resilient the human race really is. Ask Nazi Germany. Oh

wait, I see it's still alive and well with Schwab and Succkerberg at the helm.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Resilient, yes. That's not nearly enough. We're also much better at sustaining shiite hole societies than free and decent ones. The

dark ages lasted a lot longer than the run of the western democracies.
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vanessa3436
Joined On 11/13/2013 5:09:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally would like to thank you for not selling your farmland you are a good person thank you from another human being on

this planet
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thank you for not selling also, need more like you. Regarding cannibalism, I fear there might be a massive resurgence when the

only protein within miles for most folks is walking on two legs. That may be where we're headed.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you! I'm trying to make alternative baby formula for local moms who can't breast feed. My recipe is healthier than the

kind factories make.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Silicon Valley's Favorite Weird Philosophy Is Fundamentally Wrong

slate.com/technology/2022/03/silicon-valley-transhumanism-eugenics-inf..
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm...is this the situation whereby men are now capable of pregnancy?  Virtual reality? Glad I will miss the utter mayhem of the new

lost planet. Where mis;ts/odd ducks/and the *** are running the asylums.  How come everything I think I need....always comes with

batteries?  John Mayer
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A huge swath of the globe has always depended on insects as a source of protein. I don't think there is anything inherently wrong in

that. What is a travesty is that people I don't know are eliminating food choice, and it seems all choice, which is enslavement.  We

should be conscious of our impact on the environment, on climate, pretending we don't have any is that, pretense.  Solutions are

opportunities, but unfortunately, exploiters so often provide bad ones at high cost, to where like the clot shot, the cure is worse than the

disease.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

like my grandfather said......." ya don't wanna have a Pet ya couldn't eat" OMG..a McRat , Flies,and a FlourideCoke... Many Asian

countries like Vietnam and many more export Rat Meat......and Cane Rats get as big as a large cat...and are openly sold as

meat....and chances are if you have eaten any FastFood places you have eaten rat  ,,,,,  MMMMMM  Just what Klaus wants you to

eat.....
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sim1688
Joined On 9/9/2016 9:48:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i'm game. crispy crickets might be delicious. where do i ;nd them?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

crispy grasshoppers may be found at certain markets in Mexico, thinking speci;cally of the large, open-air market in Oaxaca.
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lor63524
Joined On 4/22/2021 4:23:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really, this is so disappointing. There is so much more to the natural human being than we have discovered. May that rise, and make all

this AI human stuff obsolete. A great sage once said anything a machine can do, including AI, the human being/body can do better, we

just need to focus on raising our frequencies. Tune into the earth feel her frequency, live there. "Everything Is Energy and That’s All

There Is To It. Match the Frequency of the Reality You Want". Bashar
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benevolentdictator
Joined On 10/11/2011 3:58:24 PM
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The Matrix is real. Unfortunately, no one can be told what the matrix is. You have to see it for yourself by escaping from what you

perceive to be your self.
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sio6474
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Hole in one.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing! Do you really need someone to plan every aspect of your life for you? Even telling you to have virtual children? Ha-ha! I will

make it easy for you. Keeping it simple. Your ;rst responsibility as an adult is to feed yourself so someone else does not have to. Be

responsible for yourself and your family so you are not a burden to society. Now, once you have done that, move ahead from there.

Scary... a recent survey shows that, in a crisis, 55% of the population will wait and expect authorities to show up and take care of them.

The survey also shows that many of these people only have a 3-day supply of food on hand.
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Jharris2020
Joined On 1/19/2020 5:42:25 PM
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I know how this should go: Force all those behind this to live this way, and to eat fake food and bugs. What a lovely thought!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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We need to see the whole picture. We are at war. This is a new kind of war. It is a BIOWAR. It affects every aspect of our lives and

bodies. From the vaccine to lab-grown food and removing farmland from production to eliminating reproduction.  Making money and

controlling others is the agenda. You can only do that most eaciently by controlling all life.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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"But we must turn the planet into a bio-lab in order to save it" said no sane person ever.
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Bugs for food? In the Bible, John the Baptist ate locusts and wild honey. If you look into that, Honey Locust trees are similar to the

mesquite trees that are common in Arizona. They both have pods of seeds like bean pods. Locust trees are a native tree in Israel and in

the Middle East and much of the Roman Empire. In the US, we dry and grind the beans into qour and call it Carob which tastes a lot like

chocolate and can be substituted for chocolate in some foods like cake. It is naturally much sweeter tasting than chocolate and is a

somewhat different qavor. The trees were often grown on public lands as shade trees to provide free food for the poor and starving as

they require very little water and are maintenance free.

At least this is my understanding of locust trees. Highly unlikely John the Baptist ate grasshopper bugs as some readers think. Of

course, there are different variety of locust trees and some are somewhat toxic including the seeds, so you got to grow the right variety.

As for eating bugs, that is bird food, not animal food. It may not have the right mix of proteins we need and many are contaminated with

toxic chemicals used around people's houses to kill bugs.

But I do eat fresh cherries off the tree with cherry qy larva in them as I think that is much safer than eating store bought cherries that

are sprayed to kill the cherry qy larva. Non-organic cherries have to be sprayed with toxic chemicals every 3 to 4 days for about 2 weeks

from the time they turn red until they are ripe and very sweet. If you don't spray them with toxic chemicals or do something that costs a

lot of money, by the time they get fully ripe, they normally have a somewhat rotten taste and rotten parts due to cherry larva damage

and decay.
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Tigerpal54
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:10:14 PM
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That was a great and succintly written article! Thanks so much Dr. Mercola.
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kanchenlunga
Joined On 9/9/2014 6:05:54 AM
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So glad that your articles are exposing the totalitarian fascist programme that is being implemented on our planet. This sci-; scenario

has to be fought against because the immersion of uncritical thinkers into this belief system is killing the soul/heart of humanity, a

dystopian fact we are living with. All signs and symptoms are here while those with inquence are threading their genocidal options.

Solidarity against slavery is the only way.
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secularheretic.substack.com/.../how-to-defeat-the-transhumanists
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Will AI babies mature into teens and adults? Will they care for us in our old age? Or will they kill and supplant us? Ah, the possibilities!
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I wondered about this as well. Birth rates have been dropping among the educated without any outside inquence. However, the

birth rates are highest among people from 3rd world countries who depend on their children to help support them. I seriously

doubt that they will be accepting of "Virtual" children, even if they had access to the necessary technology.
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Several years ago, Pearson, the textbook publishing company that almost has a monopoly on Common Core textbooks, published a

video on the education of the future. I thought it was a Saturday Night Live satire until I realized that they were serious. I just searched

for this video, but they apparently removed it from YouTube. In the video, a student wakes up, and as she makes her bed, a 3D virtual

head materializes in the air above her bed asking her questions about her history lesson. She stumbles on a few questions, so later on,

the principal of her school, who is manning a command center ;lled with videoscreens eavesdropping on all the students in their

bedrooms, contacts the girl's teacher via teleconferencing, to discuss how they can reprogram the 3D head to help the girl.

After school, the girl and her mother do homework via 3D virtual models qoating in their living room. In school the next day, the kids

interact in a kind of Zoom meeting with students from other countries who are standing in the same formations as the American kids.

Real teachers, of course, are nowhere to be found. What's interesting is that as the students interact, they start arguing about global

issues until they are disconnected from each other when the arguing gets too heated. At dinner that night, when Dad asks his kids what

they did in school, they reply, "Saving the world." Again, I thought this was Saturday Night Live.
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Another way of destroying families has been going on for decades. Social workers taking children from parents for days, months,

years... based on "hot tips" of child abuse. No due process. No speedy trial. No impartial jury. Even happened to Sheriff Mack's (CSPOA)

grandchildren. And when family members become incapacitated, the probate courts again take over, so that under the title "guardians"

the family is micromanaged by the court instead of being free to choose what they think is best for their family member, whom the

court soullessly refers to as "wards," instead of daughter, son, uncle, father, mother....
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Gives new meaning to the phrase "a bug in the software."
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Many medication ads claim the bodys over-active immune system is the cause of some health issues. Here powers that be claim over

population is a problem. This planet could handle 50-billion ppl. IF we stopped polluting, wasting its resources and lived in harmony w/

nature in lue of exploiting it. Over population is another cop-out to permit ppl to maintain wasteful life styles. Virtual family (as

described here) would be like living in a video game, or wearing VR head gear. There will come a point when the novelty will wear off,

spirituality and emotions will be desired not predicted / programed. Humans are no where close to building something like in the movie

AI. Who would want a VR kid w/ eyes & ears that feed Googles database or loose your family because some one forgot to pay the bill

that month. A new ;eld of Law.... But, your honer. My Google VR kids were entitled to that. One way we'll eventually have nothing and

THINK we are happy.
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See the true story of the Zero Waste Family, here, this can inspire others https://zerowastefamily.com/
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AI babies is so stupid. Where will the next generations be to run society? To be the next innovators? To join your military? The West isn’t

overpopulated. They just consume too much of everything! The west has a population crisis. Look at Japan. They are equating over

consumption of resources with overpopulation. America has enough to go around if people ate much smaller portions of real meat and

only a few x per week. Smaller portions in general. More real food. Stop shopping in the soda and chip aisle.  There are African and

Middle Eastern countries with much higher birth rates. And they will not be inclined or have the $ for AI babies. And they’re not the ones

causing the world’s problems anyway.  It’s gluttonous, greedy, entitled, resource sucking Westerners.
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People can start to garden....on rooftops (have a structural engineer check for stability/strength ;rst), in basements with grow

lights (in the cities), on balconies, in the windows (Window Farming started in New York City), in window boxes, in their back

yards, on their patios, on trellises. It is simply amazing what can be grown in a small space. Check out this youtube of a family

that grew all their own food on only 1/10th of an acre, with surplus sold in excess of $20,000 per year, from their doorstep! Just

amazing. They did vertical gardening, raised beds, and food baskets hanging from trellises. It really can be done!

www.youtube.com/watch  See also Window Farming articles and images, here

duckduckgo.com/?q=window+farming&t=newext&atb=v251-1&ia=we..
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We are way ahead of this in Australia with half the population already acting as virtual parents. These social gems procreate proli;cally

and leave it to the rest of the community to raise their progeny. This is accompanied by a time-delated rise in crime, something the

inventors of this trend may have not annticipated. I am kinda hoping all of them are multiple-jabbed and will soon cancel themselves,

along with their media and educator creators.
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Sorry, but i honestly dislike posts of this nature. It sounds just like the depopulation agenda, lacking in reverence for life. Please

consider. Offensive. Thank you.
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I have heard other Aussies voice similar sentiments.
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Mirandola... Wot? You got no sense of humour? You don't understand irony? Who, seeking allies to defend humanity, will choose

you, instead of me?
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To those who think people will never buy this I beg to differ. Way back in 2009 my wife had a display at the State Fair. Being a beekeeper

she had a see-through hive in a glass case showing all the honey bees at work. It was amazing and phenomenal, a beautiful design of

God. One by one children came by with their cell phones and made a face at the display. Some even exclaimed "ewwww, gross". Some

were terri;ed to have an up close look at the reality of nature. I expected them to be enthralled, amazed and entertained as I was. I was

greatly saddened by the negative responses. Even 13 years ago, they would go straight back to their phones for their doses of reality

and shun the real thing. Their plan is working.
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oh do the same with any kid who live in a town or a city...take them to a farm...pick eggs.....milk a cow by hand.. clean a barn...

kill a chicken....watch a cow being slaughtered..gut a deer......clean a ;sh....99% have no idea where a potato come from ....
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"Welcome to the world of the real" - Morpheus - The Matrix.  Do NOT I repeat DO NOT let your children (or yourselves) - jack in! I know

most here have red pilled but this IS satanic. I am an engineer (BSEE) and technically savvy. No matter what the satanist "great reset"

demons say, NO MATTER WHAT you have to do!  In this ;rst version of the Matrix, you still have to use bulky VR goggles and ear

phones - the NEXT version will be closer to the ;rst Matrix movie - And the next - you won't need to physically "jack in" it will be direct

neural access to your brain, via "wireless" - STAY AWAY!!!    and God Bless you and your family
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IT'S NUTS! But we also know they put the answers out there and see who's listening. Nothing's hidden - or it's hidden in plain

sights :( Beware!
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Many predictions are being made about the future. I will make some of my own. Russia is very unstable. This is due to inqation, Putin's

health and likely demise, the war in Ukraine and needing to defend a greater NATO border. Without Putin, there will be a void in power

and a resulting struggle for control. Rural populations and ethnic minorities are already looked down upon. It is likely that if the Soviet

federation collapses, there will be break-away states. It is also likely that China will pursue some of Russia's territory. During times of

social unrest and lack of con;dence in govt, there is always an opportunity for a dictator to seize control. However, it may be more likely

that there will be in;ghting for power. The oligarchs may not be able to assert control after all. Any which way, we are living in uncertain,

unstable and perilous times.
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What about Schwab's demise? Or Gates' demise? Or Fauci's demise. They'll all be dead within a year or so. But you are right, I

think. The 'oligarchs' will not sieze power.
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I think right now, the wheat is being sorted from the chafe, and we all get to know who is who. The light of transparency shines

now like never before! It may not always be pleasant or happy....at all....yet, it is important to know. This means that the light is

also showing. We must seek it out, concentrate our attention on it, hang out with the right people. This too, is terribly important,

more so than ever before. As for the future, sometimes I wondered, before all this COVID stuff hit, if the States here in the USA

might break away from the Feds and become their own mini countries.

We will have to see. At this point I think it makes more sense than ever before. Oh I know, taxes......but unlike popular belief,

money does Not make the world go round. If anything, the monied interests may be what stops the world from turning! The time

to act is now. I hope that things go in a direction toward freedom and environmental health once more. At the very least, the

States have the power to invoke the tenth amendment which grants them sovereign power over the Feds, saying no, this is null

and void on our State territory.

Certainly this can be done, and what we need to do is ;nd a way to be effective to convince our ....politicians, corporate whores

not public servants.....to come around.~*~*~ Even they can be affected, imagine that? We need to convince them of that. ~*~*~

When we do, and show images and footage that speak to the gut instead of the brain, we may be more likely to succeed.
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When we focus only on Darkness, we can be accustomed to only seeing Darkness. To then be exposed to light, be blinded. The

same applies to being focused only on the Light, to long and to Pollyanna, we cannot see in the Dark. We have to see it all and

know it is all evolving, turning, changing, to see not deny the Darkness while at the same time pursuing the Light. At some point

just as the human body, if allowed, is self-sustaining, healing, in a more balanced cyclical way, Societies can be too.
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One slight alteration: China has increased their qyovers of Taiwan, their sabre rattling has increased. No idea how this will play

out, it appears China may pounce if conditions are right.
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2022.06.23 - Caitlin Johnstone "People don't think hard enough about what nuclear war is and what is would mean."

caitlinjohnstone.com/2022/06/23/people-dont-think-hard-enough-about-wh..   Hanging in my oace is a photo of my personal

hero. The one person I consider having the greatest impact on my life - Vasili Arkhipov.
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Sorry deemark, the actors and puppets can always keep changing but the show will go on.
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bfr... In addition to the obvious loss of life and destruction, a nuclear war means the prensent social structure would be

eliminat4ed, and land contaminated. People could be relocated to safer zones--i.e., mass housing in cities. if farmland could no

longer be used, it would be an excuse to feed people lab-grown foods. "Never let a crisis go to waste." Many implications...
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Actually Russia is saving the World, I'll always remember an old saying from Edgar Cayce " Russia. in the near future, will save the

World"
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So funny how a “toxic cleanup” happened in the middle of reading about old AI LAMDA. Lamda, the fraudulent non-sentient

not-so-original man-made nightmare from the tower of hell, that was Babylon. And the name is just too obvious for someone like this

sentient Human Being, created in the image of God, me. Lamda Hahaha nice try. Too easy. Jesus the Christ Will shut you and yours

down. Amen!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shortages... Maybe there would be enough tampons for those who need them if our leaders quit putting them in the boy's rooms in

schools.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In other words...the Borg (Star Trek - The Next Generation, resistence is futile). BTW, burping and farts cows is such utter nonsense I

can't see straight... It's an excuse to genetoically modify them. Did the dinosaurs burp and farts themselves out of existence? The

populace is "mesmerized". Iy used to be clled "family jewels", today, at the hands of the NWO wordsmiths, it is called "junk" in order to

get one to think, unconsciously, a certain way about their reproductive organs. We are in very dire straights as long as they can produce

predetermined outcomes in elections and have total control of the media. They use our resistence to "justify" further actions on their

part. It's not good.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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It is because the cows are not grass fed, it is Big farming that is causing the excess methane, plus it is very cruel.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 1:38:31 PM
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Joined On 1/24/2011 7:30:11 AM
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Carbochon Correct me if I am wrong, but I believe polar bears are Arctic animals
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2Colette
Joined On 4/12/2013 6:11:41 AM
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Mirandola, if it gets to the point where the corporate globalists gain control of all genetically modi;ed seeds and genetically engineered

plants and genetically engineered animals and laboratory meat, do you think you will be permitted to grow vegetables and raise

chickens?
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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You will need to use grow lights in your basement, just like growing any other illegal plant, such as marijuana.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 11:21:52 AM
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM
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When everything is illegal nothing is.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/24/2022 6:50:02 AM
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow. Looks bleak. What's an average person to do? This is the stuff of nightmares and I already have trouble sleeping worrying about

the lives of my young grandchildren and that I will not be here to protect them from this evil.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Watch, listen, then ;nd something far more important to focus on.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 9:45:51 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No offense to anyone; but how ignorant and naive do you have to be to believe that humanity is going to make it another 50 years?! You

really haven't been doing your homework!
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's a matter Mr Pratt ...bugs got your tongue ......Rutgers invented a mite to kill plant bugs .....I always wondered how many people

(Morgellons) were infected .....I also wondered how many people science has killed or destroyed mentally .....is there any happines in

these people only ifbthey are killing and destrying ......There will be a day when the straw breaks .....
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stanny1
Joined On 3/14/2009 10:16:37 AM
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Dr. Yuval Harari is Klaus Schwab's right hand man. Search for his comments on You Tube and you will be scared about the Great Reset

coming.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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If we allow this and think this a normal no matter how it is proposed, we deserve it.
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betternbetter
Joined On 7/12/2016 7:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is such bullsh;t!! We need to kick all these agendas and elite cultists to the curb and get back to the way God designed us!!
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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altcensored.com/watch
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The battle has already been won by the Son. He will return and set this earth right once and for all.
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lulivingnicholsgmail.com
Joined On 6/8/2022 8:04:44 AM
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The only people I see refusing to comply are non-Christians. Christians are naive nice guys who only enable evil through their

passive gullibilty.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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MMMMM the Klaus Special......a McRat , Flies,and a FlourideCoke...MMMMMM Just what Klaus wants you to eat..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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I wonder if my "Virtual Child" can use a chainsaw or swing an axe? Will it work on 110V or batteries....how many cords 0f wood on a

battery charge?....IDK......can 'It" see, in the dark...........Ma Cave gets pretty dark and damp...IDK will its 'Short Out' from the moisture?

.... can It Shove snow?....clean out a barn? shovel sh!t? pick rocks? milk a cow? and can it do all this and not have to be "Told to do it?....
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can IT weld ? pound nails? cut wood?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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No to all of the above. You're worthless and weak. Now drop and give me 20!
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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More of a Scamdemic....like the covid scamdemic and the delta scamdemic.....along with government scamdemic and political

scamdemics ..........really when the world wake up?  LOL..only after 60% are dead........and another 20% braindead..
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mrrobb
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like stated years ago....Its 90% a BIG LIE ....the BIG LIE has worked for centuries....;rst using "informants", basis gossip mongers

, to spread 'Da News".....now its 'Da TV and Da Internet'....spread 'Da News' faster and more effectively and faster to a listening

audience of mentally lacking people....people that don't 'look before they leap'...Generally people in a PANIC Mode or

brainwashed or 'followers' .. Simply because they 'don't have time' or "I don't care" type of attitudes ....the people fed 'Fluoride' via

their water , pop , beer .toothpaste, foods etc......
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!!!!! Dance !!! You ;lthy Goy..DANCE!!! for your Masters.....
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Joined On 2/22/2010 10:42:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read the last book in your Bible. That is what we are moving into. We are at the stage referred to as the birth pangs. As when a woman

gives birth the pains increase in intensity and rate.  Christians have been warning of this day for 2000 years and here we are. The

prophecies of the Bible always come true. If you do not believe me. Just watch.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wondering about Estate taxes and Bill Gates's farmland. Does he have some fancy legal manuvers that will keep his heirs from paying?

Maybe title is held by his "nonpro;t". In our high.value area where the average house is approaching a million, estate taxes cause

successful self employed, family businesses and farms, to have to sell part of the business. But I suspect the ultra wealthy can spend

more annually on estate planning than the.family businesses and farms make in a year. Property taxes is another thing to watch that

can take peoples land especially. Structures can usually produce more income in relation to tax value.
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rrealrose
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What I read last outlined how his acreage in Wisconsin(?) is growing the potatoes used by McDonalds for their french fries. Just

owning producing land is a major tax advantage for the wealthy, and don't worry!! his 2 girls are or will be well taken care of.
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foxtrot839
Joined On 11/1/2011 7:58:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’d this why the current inqation is a systematic and engineered collapse of the economy ?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the more important for people to start home gardening, now. Very inspiring youtube! It can be done on a very small plot of

land, with super abundance! www.youtube.com/watch  www.urbanhomestead.org  in the cities people even started the window

farming project duckduckgo.com/?q=window+farming&t=newext&atb=v251-1&ia=we..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 4:35:57 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

chief8024
Joined On 3/18/2020 4:37:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently, it has come out of Google Engineering that they have successfully created what appears to be ariti;cial life. So, don't

pooh-pooh stuff you don't understand; prepare to either engage, understand, or die in ignorance.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 2:42:33 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

NoFear11
Joined On 1/12/2021 5:27:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I choose to dis-engage, not ignore. My prerogative. Usually, my life strategy is; what you give attention to (and participate in),

grows.  The Globalists anti-human plans must be known - and ignored at peril, not-complied with, not consented to AND resisted

ALL the way. For the sake of our children and Mother Earth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 2:56:09 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This stuff is old news. All of the sci-; movies, especially Star Wars and Transformers, have already given a heads up called “predictive

programming,” Many many years ago. The military elites are hundreds of years (more likely thousands from ancient technology) ahead

of the rest of us little people.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 6:43:45 AM
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chrisphillips
Joined On 9/27/2010 9:26:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good grief...i am all for less of us but not in some crazy way... we can nurture other people's children if we cannot afford to have our

own, or do not want to. there are many ways to enrich the lives of children and we should cherish each (real) one.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Less of us? Does that include you?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/23/2022 9:24:42 AM
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BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey more co2 means more plants, more plants means more O2 , more O2 means more animals, more animals means more food for

humans which equals balance there are over 3 billion people in Asia and only 330 million in the USA , if you believe we are

overpopulated instead of killing babies why not kill your self and do us all a favor!!!
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed, Brian. Some read the truth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/24/2022 8:36:24 AM
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eharoun
Joined On 4/6/2012 11:16:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Long time subscriber and lover of your former newsletters that offered invaluable and educational information. So much of

what you had shared in years past has not only bene;ted my health but the health of family members and friends. Unfortunately, your

newsletters are no longer focused on health as much as they are on fear. I understand that sharing this information is necessary - to a

degree. But it’s too often now that instead of learning about our bodies and awesome, positive, and natural ways to combat

disease/ailments etc, your subscribers are learning more about what they did not sign up for. At least, I am. I completely understand

your concern for humanity and have compassion for us all, collectively, after having endured the hell storm brought about in 2020.

But let’s put the nefarious plans of darkened and fallen folk, behind us and out of our reality now. Their motives and plans are not God’s

plans: they are laughable, at best. The more we continue to discuss demonic plans as though they are de;nite, the more we are serving

darkness and unintentionally allowing their’ reality to unfold. It is time to manifest Light. Truth. And Love. In the words of Tim Mackie,

“faith is the substance and the reality that you’re hoping for - a transfer of trust. Faith begins in the mind but continues into action and

together, they create the hope to come”.
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oceansplash
Joined On 12/25/2011 9:43:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read Dr. Mercola every morning for the past 12 years and these articles however important they are, are not what I signed up for. I

subscribed to Mercola "Take Control of Your Health". Time for a Mercola vacation for me.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I understand how you feel as truth and reality today can really wear you down. Enjoy your vacation.
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geri315
Joined On 12/21/2021 3:52:34 PM
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Articles like this are what the readers here want to read. Not the "Take Control of your Health" articles this site was founded on.

Everything evolves, even this website. When regular health articles are published as the lead article the responses are much

lower. As far as this story, meta reality will be one of the hot sectors of the economy. There is a disconnect between the ;nancial

markets and the real economy due to the $trillions of fake money created by central banks throughout the world since this

century began. Markets are no longer connected to normal fundmentals. I don't like it and don't understand meta reality but huge

amounts of money will be qowing into meta reality and fortunes for wealth creation will exist. I'm looking forward to these money

making opportunites.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi oceansplash, Summer is a good time to vacate, recharge batteries, spend a lot more time outdoors. Have been considering

similar, my focus has shifted for a time to what I missed during the past 2 years!
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